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Dedicated to promoting healthy, sustainable, & kind living.
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OUR MISSION
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Nourish…

our community by encouraging whole food, plant-based eating and cultivating opportunities and access to those in need.
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Educate…

people to the benefits of practicing kindness to animals, earth-friendly living, and healthy eating.
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Inspire…

a sense of community through events and collaborations with local businesses and other like-minded organizations.
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Read our FAQs »
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MEET THE ANIMALS



Remember to do unto animals…

As animal lovers, we can always do and be more for those who depend on us. When we make changes in our lives — whether big or small — that move us toward seeking compassion for others, we are moving in the right direction. I believe anything is possible and change can happen in the world when we as individuals live by our beliefs and let kindness be our inspiration. Remember to Do Unto Animals when you’re Doing Unto Others! I’ve learned more often than not, the rescued animal is the human, and the rescuer usually has four legs (or sometimes 3, or wings, or fins…you get the picture).
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Hey Friend Foundation President &

Author of Do Unto Animals
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VERONIQUE 
							
The Explorer 
							
Always on the go, Veronique prefers to be out rooting in the pasture way past her bedtime. While she appreciates a good belly rub, she won’t commit too long (#FOMO). She likes to nibble on your pants and shoes, and if it slows her down enough to give her some love, we’ll take it.  

 Read more about Veronique » 
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ELIZA 
							
Quietly Amazing 
							
Eliza loves love -- she won’t seek it out but look her in the eye and stroke her cheek, her tail will wag fast and she’s all yours. Described as “a lot of sheeple’s best friend.", she’s incredibly maternal. Barry and Lucas adore her and  Frankie will seek her out to snuggle and rest on her head on her back.

 Read more about Eliza » 
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FERAL FELINES 
							
Fur-eal Friends 
							
Luckily for us all when Hockhockson Farm was purchased, it came with more than was paid for. Their names are Dr. White Pants, Greg, Tetley, Ernie, Smith, Fleetwood Mac, Kaleidoscope, Malcolm, Helen, and Oates. 



 Read more about the felines » 
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ARTHUR 
							
Artisan Nest Builder 
							
He'll pick up the tiniest strand of straw to add to his bed. “Arthur, it did need that 1 piece.” Buried so deep in his nest, we have to feel around a bit to ensure he’s tucked in for bed. A committed snoozer by night --  super active by day. He’s always rooting for something and we’re rooting for him!  
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WILBUR 
							
Master of the Snooze 
							
Not a morning guy, Wilbur is more the type to hit the snooze button. Arthur and Wilbur explore different nooks and crannies during the day. At bedtime though, they report back to each other with the day’s events and snuggle deep inside their nest. The only clue they’re in there is an occasional snort.  
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ANITA 
							
The Gentle Guardian 
							
Anita is an angel! We love to kiss her sweet little nose and get tickled by her soft whiskers. Having only one eye doesn’t keep Anita from keeping an eye on everything.  She's observant and sensitive. She and Ally adore each other. When they run together it's like synchronized swimming on land. 

Read more about Anita » 
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LUCAS 
							
Baby Boy 
							
No matter how old Lucas is, he’ll always be our baby boy. He’s super-duper sweet and cuuuuuute! He looks like an angel and his looks don’t deceive. He’s so gentle and never even went through his head-butting phase. He loves connection and to be pet and, like many others, he adores Eliza. We adore him!
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BIRDIE 
							
Queen of the Zoomies 
							
Birdie is good-natured, stoic mare who likes to, every now and then, remind us she used to be a racehorse. Watch out when she gets the zoomies! We adopted her as senior in need and we love taking care of this old gal. One look into her soulful eyes and she’s got you by the heart! 
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LEVI 
							
Gentle-ish Leader 
							
Levi is a sweet and loving guy--a boss well-respected but not feared. His best friends are caregiver Kat and Avery. He LOVES his winter coat and takes on a bit of bravado when wearing it. He had to be brave to make his escape from a slaughterhouse as he’s a fainter. He’s our superhero!

 Read more about Levi » 
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NUGGET 
							
Lil' Romeo 
							
Nugget is a super sweet boy, often mistaken for a plush toy. He loves to rile everyone for play. His best bud is Sneakers. His girlfriend is  Panda (a therapy horse from Mini Horse Heroes that he shares a paddock with). This little Romeo will call out to his Juliet and she will happily run to him. 
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ALONDRA 
							
Sleeping Beauty 
							
You may find Alondra sound asleep in her hay tube looking so angelic and peaceful, but she plays as hard as she sleeps! She's a master runningback with fancy and fast footwork - bopping around the jungle gym hoping to entice Avery or Romy to play with her. She is a lover of all and loved by all!
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SNEAKERS 
							
Senior Statesman 
							
You’d never know by meeting young-spirited Sneakers that he’s 32 yrs. old --99+ yrs. for us humans! His favorite activities include rolling in the grass and then rolling in the grass some more, running, puzzle toys and watching the mini horses like he’s watching TV! The ladies love this sweet old man! 
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GROVER 
							
Special Boy with a Big Heart 
							
Grover is a dreamy boy. He'll fall asleep in Tracey's lap, and she loves this probably even more than he does. Grover loves to play and get the zoomies - leaping in the air, running into his stall and jumping atop his bales of hay. He loves meeting new friends and has never met a soul he didn't like. He is adored! 
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STEADY 
							
Dependable Gentleman 
							
You can count on Steady, as his name implies, to be well...steady. A lover of the outdoors, this sweet young senior enjoys long walks in the woods soaking up the many good sniffs and sights. Steady is the ultimate good boy; friendly, easy-going and just a pleasure to be around. It is impossible not to fall in love with him.
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AVERY 
							
The Scoundrel 
							
Avery is very fittingly a Capricorn;  soft-hearted and determined. He’s the little brother that torments you because he loves your attention. To be honest we linger a little longer hoping he’ll drive us crazy. Hobbies: Macgyvering toys out of anything and looking for trouble with Levi.

Read more about Avery » 
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BARRY 
							
Tracey's Boy 
							
Incredibly sweet, tolerant and trusting: He has the cutest freckles on his nose. He loves sneaking up to give hugs. If you don’t give him attention he will paw at you until you oblige. He appreciates a good spa day with soft music and a gentle shearing. Tracey calls him her boy but his soulmate is Eliza. 

Read more about Barry » 
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FRANKIE 
							
Let's Play 
							
Young Frankie is ALWAYS ready to play. When she gets ram-buctious we tap out and let the goats tap in. Walking away teaches her that’s not how we wish to play--her goat and sheep friends are happy to oblige her. When it’s time for this spirited girl to slow down she loves to snuggle with her gal pal Eliza. 
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ROMY 
							
The Deep Soul 
							
Romy is pure innocence. A deep soul, his gaze will melt your heart. He'll come running (actually, pronking!) from any distance if you utter his name. Forever curious, this goofy, social butterfly gets along with everyone who greets his fence line: sheep, goats, pigs, humans, deer, and dogs. 
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BENNETT, CLARENCE, & HEZEL 
							
Just Ducky Brothers! 
							
This tight-knit family moves as a unit - if one is going to check out something, they're all going. Hezel is the shortest and squattest of the flock; super sweet, with a middle child personality. Bennett is a take charge kinda guy; the outgoing leader of the group. Clarence is our curious cutie. 
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							Annie is our curious adventurer. Jane’s more laid back. Both girls are in love with Wendy and seem to think of her as their “protector”. You’ll find this trio always together picking through the plant life or relaxing in the tall grasses or their outdoor hutch. They LOVE treats, especially watermelon!!!!!!



 
							
 Sweet and Tiny 
							
WENDY, JANE & ANNIE 
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EDGAR 
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							Security Expert 
							
A very content boy and fierce protector, Edgar honks a warning when new people or animals are around. He enjoys surveying the land and keeping an eye on his neighbors. On nice warm days, you’ll find him napping in the tall grasses or inspecting the bug life around him. He is truly magical and adored by all!


 
							
						
					
				
				
			
			







LEARN



We invite you to consider a whole-food, plant-based diet for your health, for animals, and for the environment.
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All Learners



Learn how you can promote healthy, sustainable, & kind living.



Start Learning



Resources



Books, websites, podcasts, videos, and more to help maintain a plant-based lifestyle.



View Resources



Young Learners



These crafts and activities are perfect to teach your kids about animals and spreading kindness.



More for Young Learners



Recipes



Our staff shares some of our favorite plant-based, vegan recipes.



View Recipes








THE LATEST



Check out the latest updates
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Expert Guide to Winter Gear

 Please Note: These recommendations are based on the experience and opinions of our caregivers and staff. They work outside year-round in all temperatures, no matter the weather. We have not been ...

Read more
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Toolbox: Pit an Avocado

 Step One: Slice the Avocado in Half  Make sure the avocado is ripe and ready to slice. If the avocado is rock hard, it will need a few days to ...

Read more
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Make It! The Little Island Accordion Book

 Another Margaret Wise Brown favorite to add to our collection of books recycled into crafts. When the story is over but the tale is one you and your kids want to ...

Read more
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Make It! Heart Pillow

 These days are you having an urge to redecorate as you look at your never-changing surroundings? We thought we'd show you how to simply (and affordably) make some decorative throw pillows ...

Read more
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Make It! Cardboard Farm Sanctuary

 Have you ever thought to yourself that if you were to win the lottery you’d start a sanctuary for animals? I know I did. Until that day comes, with some cardboard ...

Read more
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Make It! Collage Lunchbox

 Just because kids won’t be packing a lunchbox for a bit doesn’t mean they can’t get creative about the lunchbox they plan to bring in the future. And who says a ...

Read more







See all the latest posts »






LET’S KEEP IN TOUCH



Subscribe to get the latest updates from Hey Friend Foundation
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